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Self-Assessment 

Emotional intelligence is important for people management because it helps 

them learn more about the people who they manage. It is a skill nowadays 

that managers need to have if they want to improve the working 

environment. The framework that I will use to explain emotional intelligence 

is Goleman framework which includes self-awareness, self-regulation, 

motivation, empathy and social skills. 

In an article by D Mayer, J. and Caruso, D. (1993) emotional intelligence is 

described as “ a type of social intelligence that involves the ability to monitor

one’s own and others’ emotions”. It provides information on peoples own 

emotions, determine other people emotions and to use people’s emotions in 

problem solving. It says that people with high emotional intelligence will be 

aware of their abilities and emotions. They are leaders who can effectivity 

manage people because they can deal with different situations that happen 

in the work place. 

D Mayer, J. and Caruso, D. (2002) describes Emotional intelligence as “ the 

capacity to understand and explain emotions”. It says emotional intelligence 

is a four branch model. The first two branches are perception and facilitation 

and they relate to people emotions. They are the ability to perceive emotion 

and use it properly. The other two areas are called understanding this 

involves people and the other branch is management and it is about 

emotions and decision making. This article talks about how Emotional 

intelligence can be used sometimes in the wrong a manager who thinks 

about emotions accurately and clearly will be in a better position to manage 
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people better. It says that a manger who thinks about emotions will be in a 

better position to get the best out of them of their workers. 

Goleman, D. (1998) says a “ good solid leader knows what emotional 

intelligence is and be able to use it effectively”. A person can have the best 

ideas, does the jobs they are asked to do very well but if they don’t know 

what emotional intelligence is they will not be a good leader. The article says

that emotional intelligence is now a trait that someone needs to have and it 

can be learned if people are willing to put in the time. It will be something 

that benefits not just the person but also the company they work for. 

According George (2000) emotional intelligence “ taps into the extent to 

which people’s cognitive capabilities are informed by emotions and the 

extent to which emotions are cognitively managed”. The article describes 

emotional intelligence as having 4 aspects. An evaluation and explanation of 

and expression of emotion, use of emotion to strengthen cognitive 

processing and decision making, understanding about emotions, and 

management of emotions contribute to effective leadership. It says that 

emotional intelligence is important for a person to have to be a good 

effective people manager/Leader. It also says that managers who can 

perceive people emotions and respond to them can help the organisation 

improve and become more efficient. 

Self-Awareness 

Goleman D (1998) describes self-awareness “ as having a deep 

understanding of ones emotions”. It is a person who understands themselves

and their surroundings. They know what their strengths and weaknesses are.
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They know what their beliefs and are aware of their emotions. According to 

Cote (2017) self-awareness “ refers to how well people know themselves”. 

This is how a person or a manager may react in certain situations. A good 

manager will have high self-awareness and will be able to deal with their 

emotions, have good communication skills, can help reduce stress on their. 

I learned that I have a high self-awareness which means I am aware of my 

emotions and others peoples emotions. I know what my strengths and 

weaknesses are and when to speak. I communicate well with other people 

because I am a good team player. An area that I need to improve in is my 

self-confidence and by doing this by setting myself targets like asking two 

questions on summarising what someone says. 

Self-Regulation 

Self-regulation described by (mindtools. com) is someone who stays in “ 

control and does not make rushed decisions”. They are able to adapt to 

different situations due to having high level of self-regulation. Goleman D 

(1998) says self-regulation is a component that “ frees us from our feelings”.

It’s a skill that people have that in bad situations they don’t just lose their 

mind and start shouting but instead think of ways how the next time they 

can improve. 

I learned that I have good self-regulation because I can be calm when under 

pressure. I try to take the positives out of situations when something goes 

wrong. I am someone who tries to think how I can improve and help others. I 

focus on getting things done by been efficient. 
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Social Skills 

Goleman D (1998) highlights social skills as the ability to manage 

relationships with others”. It is just about making friends and having fun it’s 

about creating relationships with people but also been able to get people to 

work as one to and as a team. Social skills highlighted by Ensari, P. (2017) is 

“ individuals interact in mutually beneficial ways”. If a manager has a high 

level of social skills it means that they are good communicators and can 

interact with people and deal with any setbacks that arise. People who not 

have good social skills they may be poor communicators. 

My level of social skills is good because I am a good communicator and I take

the time out to get to know people on a personal level not just as a work 

colleague. I try to build relationships to make working with people easier 

because you can learn how they react in good and difficult times. 

Motivation 

Goleman D (1998) describes the component of motivation as “ someone who

are driven to achieve beyond their own expectations and others”. It’s a 

component that all leaders have. Self-motivated leaders always work 

towards their goals, and always keep work to the highest quality. Mayor, 

Salovey, Caruso (2002) highlights motivation as People who are able to 

control their emotions regardless of what is happening around them in a 

positive or negative way. This would lead to a positive behaviour which leads

to a person having high motivation. 
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My own level of motivation is high because I am someone who is driven to 

learn and develop to become better each day. I am someone who wants to 

fulfil my potential no matter what I am asked to do I try my best and work as 

hard as I can to achieve my aims and objectives. An area that I want to 

improve in is to motivate myself to complete my assignments on time by 

freeing up time each day and using it wisely. 

Empathy 

Goleman D (1998) highlights empathy “ as thoughtfully considering people 

feelings to make intelligent decisions”. A good leader shows empathy by 

taking other people feelings in to account. A Gentry, J Webber and Sadri, 

(2016) describes empathy as “ the ability to experience and relate to the 

thoughts, emotions, or experience of others”. A person who shows a high 

level of empathy takes in to account if someone is having a problem and 

try’s to help them get through it by talking to them and giving them 

feedback. 

My empathy towards people is good but it is an area that I can work on. I 

sometimes can be so driven to get things done on time I forget about other 

people emotions and I just focus on the getting the tasks done. One of my 

weaknesses is that I find it hard to read people in these situations and it is 

something I am working on by setting up one to one meeting to get to know 

them better personally. 

In conclusion emotional intelligence is something that is important to have 

because it’s a tool that can be used to help a leader or manger get a better 

understanding about their workers. Emotional intelligence is an area that can
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be worked on as Daniel Goleman said in his article what is a leader. I learned

by doing the different exercises that my emotional intelligence overall is 

quite good because I am someone who knows what my strength and 

weaknesses are and I am aware of people’s emotions and my own. My 

strengths are that I am someone who can be trusted and a good team player

and I like to receive feedback about myself. My weaknesses are that I have 

problems reading people on different occasions and I sometimes can display 

my feeling and emotions but the majority of the time I can control them. I 

sometimes lack confidence in myself and I need to work on this so my 

emotional intelligence can improve further. 
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